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Stolen Goat x Cycling UK: SG Launches New
Charity Collaboration

Stolen Goat are excited to announce our collaboration with the UK’s cycling charity, Cycling

UK. We’ve worked together to create a range of stunning cycling kit and accessories that will

help Cycling UK on their mission to make the world a better place by bike. With every purchase

from the SG X Cycling UK collection helping to fund the charity’s campaigns and projects, this

is cycling kit that not only looks great – it also helps to support a great cause.

The SG X Cycling UK Collection
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ABOUT STOLEN GOAT

Stolen Goat was founded by Tim Bland in 2012 with a mission in mind: To inspire people to find freedom through
sport so that they can live happier, healthier lives. With award-winning cycle clothing and accessories, Stolen Goat
helps to inspire and empower people to find their own form of freedom and adventure more. Whether that’s hi�ng
the climbs or hi�ng the café rides. Since its beginnings, Stolen Goat has grown a community of likeminded everyday
cycling heroes – The Herd. United by our love of cycling, our passion for freedom and apprecia�on for awesome kit
that dares to be a li�le bit different.

The SG X Cycling UK collection brings to life two designs, chosen by Cycling UK’s members,

with a full collection of jerseys, jackets and accessories. The Heritage design offers a classic,

clean look pairing a navy background with a simple but effective yellow and blue stripe design.

Meanwhile the Contemporary design layers striking geometric lines over a blue-purple

gradient fade, and we think the result is pretty stunning!

The collection is available in our Bodyline jerseys, water-repellent Orkaan long-sleeved jerseys

and Climb and Conquer winter jackets. With matching accessories including Orkaan arm

warmers, available now, plus neck warmers, turbo towels and even a special Baby Nik plush toy

– coming soon!

Why we’re collaborating with Cycling UK

Cycling UK have a mission to help people of all ages, backgrounds and abilities to be able to

enjoy cycling safely and easily. Advocates for cyclists for over 140 years, Cycling UK are

supported by over 70,000 members who have helped to choose the designs in this extra special

collection.

Here at Stolen Goat, we’re all about empowering people to find freedom through sport so that

they can live happier, healthier lives. So we’re thrilled to be partnering with Cycling UK for such

a great cause.

The SG X Cycling UK collection is available now to purchase online.
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